An analysis of the internal relationship between adult education and lifelong learning
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Abstract: Summary with the idea of lifelong education, China's adult education has gained rapid development. in this context, for lifelong education and adult teaching a targeted study of the relationship between education, exploring the inner link between the two, to establish a lifelong education concept, promote adult education management level, Full divide Social public resources, promoting sustainable development of adult education.
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1. Lifelong education is the guiding theory of adult education

For adult education, Lifelong education is the dominant Theoretical system, only guided by the philosophy of lifelong education, Adult Education teaching goal, instructional design, Teaching Management to work smoothly. no then, Adult education prone to positioning errors, hard to implement its price value. in the process of innovative development of adult education, lifelong education The theory can position and guide changes in related fields, is not "missing rationale". influenced by the philosophy of lifelong education, adult teach The value of the breeding can be elevated. When lifelong education ideas are presented, Adult education begins to be recognized by more and more people, and get Better Development. in turn, Practice of adult education go back to step abundant rich connotation of lifelong education, This is one of life-long education and adult education most no Obvious connection.

2. Adult Education is a practical way of lifelong learning

Lifelong education concept can promote the development of adult education, and The development of human education can also enter The Step rich lifelong education philosophy inside Culvert, advocate for lifelong education The main goal is to further Promote the development of adult education, Adult Education is a lifelong educational system an integral and important part of. Experience shows that, Adult Education Development, Practice for lifelong education, There is a significant between The proportional relationship between is. so, When we exclude various obstacles, for adults teach to Create better conditions after development, Lifelong education system The can better establish. due to the existence of lifelong education and adult education the Obvious difference between the the and practice, so to prevent lifelong education from becoming a unrealistic slogan, We have to accelerate the development of adult education, only There's a high level of adult education, for lifelong education to end with work. from the nature of education, Lifelong education is to promote people's free and comprehensive development. show, Adult education based on lifelong learning Education, have far-reaching implications for the entire educational development.

3. Lifelong education is the ultimate goal of adult education

Existing Theoretical studies indicate that, Lifelong education is a Final Purpose. on the one hand, Adult education is to achieve lifelong learning not exhaust power. on the internal relationship between lifelong
education and adult learning investigate, Some scholars compare adult education to lifelong education ' train header "Adult education is the inexhaustible driving force for lifelong learning, its importance self-evident can even say. No adult education, lifetime Education thoughts will not produce. so, Adult education is lifelong teaching The basis of the fertility philosophy is other aspect, Quality of adult education is standard of development for lifelong education. According to relevant theory, Adult Education is the main content of lifelong educational practice. Adult Education Quality is the standard of lifelong education development. is considered a social The idea of lifelong education is an important symbol of the establishment events on, Throughout the education system, lifelong education at its core bit. and in lifelong education system, Adult Education has a decision affect. If there is no high level of adult education development, then lifelong education will be difficult to realize its value.

Overall, lifelong education and adult education on the mass knowledge of the Cumulative and self-capability promotion have positive effects, comparison, Adult Education biased towards practice, Lifelong education is more of a _ ideas and ideas, Is widely available in academic research. lifetime education based on adult education practice, But it covers more add rich, is a very rich frontier education concept. Adult education Birth and development of breeding, not only brings the first higher education to the _ set Challenge, and greatly promote the development of lifelong education in the country, is The provides a solid foundation for perfecting the education system. in New Era, to changes to meet the needs of the social workforce, We need to accelerate the teaching Fertility reform, Creating conditions for adult education.

three, promoting adult education in China based on lifelong educational concept path to fertility

1) Set up the concept of lifelong education

in the process of promoting the development of adult education, first need to harden The idea of lifelong education, Let lifelong education idea become adult educational hair i - The leading thoughts of the show. to moderately throw away the traditional teaching philosophy and the side of the "", establish the concept of lifelong education, let adult education and primary education to be in a balanced state of development, No undue emphasis on pre-education and ignoring Volkswagen _ Learning Progress. and in the adult education process, The subject status of the educator should be further enhanced, themselves The learning goals of should also be more explicit. after all, Adult education is to A self-conscious behavior of the person in the year, Their sense of independence is stronger, selection and The ability to judge is also not weak. so, We want to emphasize that the educated people's principal status, Let them have enough courage with educators to make the necessary interaction, To resolve problems they face during the learning process. only have transition Ideas, break old educational ideas, Discard traditional view Limitations on teaching age in read, vigorously advocating lifelong education, Adult Education The development of the education has objective realistic conditions. If people still have an obsession with education and lifelong education, considers it a non-inflow Education form, so the development of Chinese adult education brings very Negative effects2in primary education, we learned about 'an idle youth, boss To be sad " quotes, This tells us that the main period for the", Learning is the teen stage, the effect of learning after adulthood will be greatly reduced. honest then, This concept has the _ Scientific Nature, Human Learning for Teens Learning and memory are usually strong, We need to use this Hard Times study. But we also have to realize that, learning should not be something at a particular stage, It should go through our _ Live. now, only establish the ideal belief of lifelong learning, We is expected to make a difference in science and technology, really become useful to society top talent for is. today, We should follow the philosophy of lifelong education, To cut Real Development Adult Education, let lifelong education and adult education be able to Higher Education form complementary Advantage, Become a relatively complete teaching system. Total, After teaching concept changes, Teachers of adult colleges actively act as the Facilitator and facilitator of the educator's study, and then A variety of innovative education channels to cooperate with the educated people, total Complete
the Prescribed learning task, outside the teaching task, teacher You also need to develop an educated learner's autonomic learning ability, encourage them to More participation in reading and learning time outside adult education, doing one Love learning, Lifelong Learning person.

Look at the historical development process, Adult Education originated earlier, in its After many years, the idea of lifelong education is gradually. Although in the long history of the process, Primary and higher education for the long run According to social mainstream, become a standard education in the public mind. however, with the development of economy and society and the change of talent demand, people seek job pressure is getting louder, existing Initial higher education is not enough requirements for social talent development, Therefore, it is necessary for us to develop a lifelong education system with the for adult education, for social development for a steady stream of talents. In fact, Development of modern society, to the return of the education of Rationality, where, vigorously develop adult education the the key link is to know, Many young people on the job after, easy to appear knowledge reserve not enough, is not strong in its own power wait a minute. title, Therefore, it is necessary to continue to study in free time, and learning and workspace Find balance. in the adult education process, We also need to Strengthen the ability training of the educated people, focus on their autonomous learning ‘s ability. For example, Common Summary of the learning process, To lift a reverse three, theory to practice, can be moderate in adult education apply. on this basis, We also need to be in adult education, guided lifelong learning for educated people, So that they can consciously Accept lifelong education, Become a loving learning, will learn as an interest and the person in pursuit. for lifelong education The teaching of, methods should be to become the focus of teaching, what's called ' grant to fish, catch. on the basis of method training, plus interest culture and The guide of the concept, Lifelong education is easy to achieve.

Continuous improvement of adult education management level

because the idea of lifelong education is free, Open, Fair and special point, can focus on the long term, for future development of adult education "" guiding role, So we need to be based on lifelong education. Read, forward step to optimize internal administration for adult education. For example, on condition, time, We also need to further liberalize the adult education system about bundle, Promoting the scientific development of adult education management, on the one hand, to face to the general public, initiate higher level of adult education, and make the end the idea of body education is in the deep.; other aspect, to continuously promote adults Quality of education, make new efforts to monitor administration, make Adult education can be developed scientifically and correctly. plus, on course Scheduling aspects, Adult education can also moderately increase flexibility, in Learn time, places to learn more choices for education Optional space. while in the teaching process, Classroom atmosphere can be more active, appropriate teaching innovations and teacher-student interaction should be respected. pass Similar improvements, Public participation in adult education can be done to promotion, This facilitates development in related areas, other, on condition with time, We also need to introduce and nurture in talent, Education Resources send and take advantage of, Devote more effort to teaching funds, make the Universal to receive adult education in a good social environment, and set up the philosophy of lifelong education and learning.

of course, because one of the main purposes of adult education is to Promote the ability of a social worker, So when conditions are available, We You can also further promote the relationship between the school and the employer, Make a recommendation for your own people, on the other hand also uses the External Resources set by, and in accordance with the employer's requirements to culture raise more people, create for adult education and lifelong educational development better conditions. For example, Current delegation culture of many units way, is a more efficient way to adult education, It is well balance The learning and work of an educated person, and get some funding Gold support. other, We can also actively develop community adult education, make community an important platform for mass learning, Play lifelong education action. In fact, Current development level of adult education in China is not high, on entrance examination, certification, There
is still a in areas such as employment guidance Many problems . under this condition , We mustn't ignore adults value of education , no longer let it be marginalized . opposite , Under the guidance of lifelong education concept , forward _ Step Promotion Adult teaching level of education . to position adult education exactly , and under normalized system administration , guiding and regulating adult education fan , strive to build a new type of common development of adult and lifelong education teaching system .

3. actively use information technology means

with the development of network technology , Opening of adult education in China more obvious , remote education , Network teaching has gradually developed to . For example , in English learning , Civil service exams , beginning with Six-level June , learning platforms such as Chinese public Schools . under this condition , base Adult Education new channel on internet platform , can break past single Talent Training Model , Promoting the pluralistic development of adult education . and modern distance education new teaching modes , Taking our country to the The new era of rapid development of lifelong education , also opens up the for adult education Huge space . based on previous development experience , Information technology Adult Education for platform is A more cost-effective educational initiative the , is considered a breakthrough in future adult education . because this , based on the concept of lifelong education , We can further rely on the internet web platform , continue to open up more ways to learn adult education , to let more people with can easily learn knowledge and skills . We can make full use of the Internet Platform , education vectors such as social service platform , All- round drive Developments in adult education and lifelong education , increasing adult education horizontal at the same time , Let the idea of lifelong education take root in fact , Information Network technology applications have become adult education The main driver for improvement , It's a lot closer to the public . distance from adult education , Let more people continue to learn , and then access to adult education . and after network teaching , Adult education The time and space problems that exist in the Yukon can be resolved , Volkswagen to accept adult education more freely and openly . so to i can get rid of the previous single Teacher-student teaching mode , to Volkswagen Multi-Select opportunity . in this way , Teaching resources for adult education source can be fully exploited , goal of personalized talent training also easier to implement . in addition , in instructional video production , Database construction aspects of teaching management , to make more effort . summary , adult Development of Education , must adapt to information technology upgrades such as multimedia requirement , Optimizing adult education management platform as far as possible , Let the letter The richness of the sharing and teaching means of the rest of the resource can be up to a new level .

actually , Adult Education has become the primary practice of lifelong learning approach , in Information Age , We can actively use all kinds of network ping Console and network resources , open up more channels for the development of adult education .

such as , We can try remote teaching , new models such as network teaching Teaching mode , and develop some professional learning sites , for the vast majority of social workers use . In fact , for Some quality network teaching resources source , Moderate charges can also be accepted by the general public , therefore network-based Platform Development Adult Education , has great potential . We can follow The on the Information network platform with high popularity , for lifelong education and adults Education offers more teaching options .

Make full use of social public resources

Many of the public resources in society , such as TV broadcast , News media , Museum , Science and Technology Museum etc , All expected to be the field of lifelong education to , for us . so , actively promote adult colleges and outside groups Woven Cooperative exchanges , also promote the development level of our adult education _ Big way . For example , We can run the adult education Area extended to society , with Off-campus community , Rural Connection , Shape into a teaching system based on lifelong education , then , We're on the Promise form a good learning atmosphere in the Society , for the public to and adult education , lifelong education is tightly linked .
Of course, in this procedure, the government department also needs to assume its responsibilities and obligations, continue to provide policy for the development of adult education and financial support. For example, Job training in some organizations, Continuing Education, the Government can act as an intermediary, for them provide certain social resources, help them complete education and training. To a large extent, the use level of adult education for public resources, vs government departments are most relevant. There is an inevitable combination of Department. Also, government to eliminate excessive utilitarianism and business of adult education Karmic Development, view it as a fundamental area of education. Give it more More development space. Is based on adult education practice, working toward progress towards lifelong education. In this procedure, i to coordinate adult education-related organizations and individuals, make more The participant's philosophy of lifelong education.

Four, closing in the Information Age, Lifelong learning is a must for modern people not less, therefore advocating lifelong education, Develop adult education compliance Education Development Rules. In accordance with the concept of lifelong education, vigorously develop adults Education has many benefits for national economic and social development. Because this, in modern education, the importance of adult education is highlighting, i we need from Infrastructure, Teaching management level, information construction etc side face, further promote adult education and lifelong educational development. For some backward teaching methods and means, to innovate in time, to have The development of adult education is more in line with the requirements of lifelong learning. Only the lifelong education philosophy leads to, coordinated education with lifelong education, Show, to promote the development level of our adult education.
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